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anodyne Not likely to cause offence or disagreement and somewhat dull.
The anodyne properties of certain drugs.

basis
The system or principles according to which an activity or process is
carried on.
Trust is the only basis for a good working relationship.

carefree Free from anxiety or responsibility.
We were young and carefree.

casual
A youth belonging to a subculture characterized by the wearing of
expensive casual clothing and frequently associated with football
hooliganism.
They don t do one night stands or casual flings.

clarity The quality of being coherent and intelligible.
When she awoke the clarity was back in her eyes.

comfortable (of a hospital patient) not in pain or in danger.
A comfortable salary.

comfortably In a way that is free from stress or tension.
They went on to win comfortably in the end.

conciseness Terseness and economy in writing and speaking achieved by expressing
a great deal in just a few words.

considerably To a great extent or degree.
A considerably higher density.

convenient Large and roomy convenient is archaic in this sense.
The site would have to be convenient for London.

conveniently In a way that fits well with particular needs, activities, and plans.
The switch was conveniently located.

directness The quality of proceeding in a straight line without deflection.
I like the simplicity and directness of the image.
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ease Of share prices interest rates etc decrease in value or amount.
I eased down the slope with care.

easily With ease easy is sometimes used informally for easily.
This china breaks very easily.

easiness A feeling of refreshing tranquility and an absence of tension or worry.
The easiness we feel when sleeping.

facile Ignoring the true complexities of an issue; superficial.
Too facile a solution for so complex a problem.

familiarly In an intimately familiar manner.

generality
The quality of being general or widespread or having general
applicability.
His service was better than that offered by the generality of doctors.

handy Easy to use.
Found a handy spot for the can opener.

leisurely In an unhurried way or at one’s convenience.
A leisurely breakfast at our hotel.

lope A long bounding stride.
They set off at a fast lope.

pushover
A try in which one side in a scrum pushes the ball over the opponents’
goal line.
Colonel Moore was benevolent but no pushover.

safely Without being injured or harmed.
We are relieved to have arrived safely.

simple Humble and unpretentious.
The simple truth.

simplicity The quality or condition of being easy to understand or do.
For the sake of simplicity this chapter will concentrate upon one theory.

simplification The process of making something simpler or easier to do or understand.
He is proposing simplification of the planning system.

straightforward Without evasion or compromise.
A straightforward set of instructions.

supple (used of persons’ bodies) capable of moving or bending freely.
This body oil leaves your skin feeling deliciously supple.

understatement
The presentation of something as being smaller or less good or important
than it really is.
A master of English understatement.
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wonderfully (used as an intensifier) extremely well.
Wonderfully crafted songs.
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